The battery registration form SE 13 has been revised for simplification.

Major changes are:

Lot Number and attachment space has been added.

Under section "A", only the printed code (example, G 4) is required. This is printed on the small round label on surface of battery.

Deleted is the stamped code (example 4E01BZWG3) which was located on the battery top.

The same cell spacing for specific gravity readings are used for 6 volt and 12 volt battery. (On 6 volt batteries, 3 cell spacings are used and 12 volt batteries, 6 cell spacings are used.)

Section "B" is to be completed for Warranty Battery Replacement (location, code and specific gravity). Battery discharge test result block remains the same.

Complete instructions are on the cover of the Battery Registration form packet.

The battery registration form must be completed when an Electric Tractor is retailed to a customer and copy forwarded to the proper office location listed.

NEW Battery Registration forms can be ordered from your Region office.
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